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Abstract 
Kakimizu, O., Combinatorial distance between HNN decompositions of a group, Journal of 
Pure and Applied Algebra 82 (1992) 273-288. 
Let G be a group, and suppose that an cpimorphism A : G + Z and a section 7 : iZ+ G are 
given. Put t = 7(l), and let 9 denote the set of HNN decompositions of G which have h as 
natural epimorphism onto E and t as stable letter in common. Also 6Z,,: denotes the set of all 
cy = A *H E % so that both A and B are finitely generated. In this paper we will associate to 
each (Y E 9 a nonnegative integer valued function u, : G+Z__,,. Using these functions, we 
define a ‘distance’ on B!,, which reflects combinatorial differences of the decompositions. 
1. Introduction 
The notion of HNN extensions is one of the basic constructions of combinatori- 
al group theory, which was introduced by G. Higman, B.H. Neumann and H. 
Neumann [4] in 1949. For a given group, it is important to know whether the 
group decomposes to any HNN extensions and then to compare such decomposi- 
tions to each other. The purpose of this paper is to introduce a ‘distance’ on a 
certain nice class of HNN decompositions of the group which reflects differences 
of combinatorial structures of the decompositions. 
Let A be a group with a presentation (X ( R) , and let B be a subgroup of A 
and 9 : B* A a monomorphism. The HNN extension of A relative to B and 9 is 
the group 
A* B,q,7 = (X, t ( R, t-‘bt = q(b) (b E B)) . 
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The group A is called the base group and t the stable letter. The HNN extension 
A* B,cp,l has a natural epimorphism onto Z which is obtained by killing A. 
Conversely, for a given group G, we suppose that an epimorphism A : G+ Z and 
a section r : Z+ G are given. Let G, denote the kernel of A and cp an inner 
automorphism of G, given by cp( g) = t-‘gt where t = r( 1): 
l+G,+GAZ+O, 
0, v 
t=r(l) and q(g)=t-‘gt. 
(1.1) 
Under this situation we shall consider the problem to compare HNN decomposi- 
tions of G with A as natural epimorphism and with t as stable letter in common. 
As we discuss in Section 2, the most suitable set to be called the set of HNN 
decompositions of G relative to the condition (1.1) is the set 
9 = {A C G, 1 the natural homomorphism L : A *B,qlB s + G in- 
duced by the inclusion A C G and satisfying L(S) = t 
is an isomorphism, where B = A f’ tAt_‘} . 
Each element CY E 9 will be written as 
(Y=A*~~, . , (or simply A *B) . 
Moreover, one of the important subclasses of 9 is 
9r, = {(Y = A *B E 9 1 both A and B are finitely generated} . 
In a particular case when G is finitely presented 9rg has some nice properties, for 
example SSafp # 0 (see Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.3). 
Our purpose is to define a distance function on 9rp. To do this we first associate 
to each cx E 9 a nonnegative integer valued function u, : G+ Zzo as follows: Any 
element g E G can be written as a Britton’s reduced word relative to the 
decomposition a; g = a,t"la, . . . antEna,+, (see Theorem 3.1). We put 
u,‘(g) = max{O, E,, &i + c2, . . . , a1 + E* + . . . + cn} , 
u,(g) = min{O, a1, e1 + Ed, . . . , E~ + .z2 + . . . + Ed} , 
u,(g) = d(g) - u,(g). 
These values are independent of the expression of g as a reduced word. We are 
now in a position to state the main theorem. 
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Theorem A. Let G be a group, and suppose the condition (1.1). Then, for every 
Q,P E q, 
and this function d becomes a distance on gfg 
In Section 5 we give a sufficient condition that d(cx, p) 5 1 holds for (Y,@ E 9rg. 
In Section 6 we give examples of groups which have many different HNN 
decompositions and calculate the distances between them. 
We close the introduction by noting that if we consider the length function I, 
associated with (Y E 9rg (cf. Section 3) instead of u,, then supgEG II,(g) - 
I, (g)l = m in many cases. 
2. HNN decompositions 
Let G be a given group, and suppose the condition (1.1); i.e. an epimorphism 
h : G + Z and a section r : Z+ G are given. Firstly we give the definition of an 
HNN decomposition of G relative to (1.1). 
Consider the collection 6 of the pairs (A *R,JI,P, f) which satisfy the following 
conditions: 
(a) A *B.&s is some HNN extension, and f : A *B,Q v+ G is 
an isomorphism. 
(b) f(s) = t, and the composite Aof : A *B,,,s-+Z coin- 
cides with the natural epimorphism obtained by killing A. 
We define an equivalence relation ‘ z ’ on 6 by 
(2.1) 
(A* B,Jr.r7 f) = (C *n,g,u7 g) if and only if f(A) = g(C) . 
It is easy to see that the condition f(A) = g(C) implies 
f(s) = t = g(u) 9 
f(B) = f(A) n tf(A)t-’ = g(D) > (2.2) 
fQ$Of -I = &3) = P%- 
Hence each equivalence class has a unique representative of the form 
(A * B.Plg,s’ L), where A C G,, B = A fl tAt_’ and the isomorphism 
L : A* B,qlB,S-+ G is induced by the inclusion A C G. Thus we can identify the set 
of equivalence classes 9 = &/ z with the set 
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9 = {A C G, 1 the natural homomorphism L : A *B,pls,S + G in- 
duced by the inclusion A C G and satisfying L(S) = t 
is an isomorphism, where B = A fl tAt-‘} . 
Each element a E 9 will be written as (Y = A *B,p,l and called an HNN decompo- 
sition of G relative to (1.1); 9 is the set of HNN decompositions of G relative to 
(1.1). Note that, for (Y = A *B, p = C*, E 9, a = /3 if and only if A = C, and that 
9 # 0 since G, *,-, E 9. For a subgroup A C G,, the condition that the natural 
homomorphism L : A *B,plg,S + G is surjective is gp(A, t) = G. Also we note that 
the homomorphism L is not necessarily injective in general. There is a simple 
example: 
Example 2.1. Consider the group G = (a, b, t 1 t-‘at = b, t-‘bt = a). Then G has 
an HNN decomposition A *A ‘p f where A = gp(a, b), q(a) = b, q(b) = a. Note 
that G can also be expressed as‘{ a, t 1 at* = t*a). For the subgroup gp(a) = (u) , 
we see that (u) n t(a) t-’ = (u) fl (b) = (1). Since G = gp(a, t), the natural 
homomorphism L : (u) *(,) + G is surjective. On the other hand L is not injective 
since (u) *(r) is a free group of rank 2 while G contains an abelian subgroup 
gp(u, t’) GZ@Z. 
We define an order ‘5 on 9 as follows: For cx = A *B, p = C *D E 9, 
al/3 ifandonlyif ACC 
(note that A C C implies B C D). We now consider a subclass of 9 ; 
gfg = { CY = A *B E 9 1 both A and B are finitely generated} . 
We will see that 9rp has some nice properties in the case when G is finitely 
presented. This is based on the following Theorem 2.2 which can be proved by 
applying the same argument as in the proof of [l, Theorem l] (see [l, p. 2441). 
Theorem 2.2 (Bestvina and Feighn, Baumslag and Shalen, Miller). Let G be a 
finite presented group, and suppose the condition (1.1). Then, for each a = A *B E 
9 and any finite subset Y C A, there is a y = U *” E SSarg so that y 5 a and 
YCU. 0 
Since ‘3 # 0, we have the following corollary: 
Corollary 2.3. Let G be a jinitely presented group, and suppose the condition 
(1.1). Then 9,,#0. 0 
Moreover, we have the following well-known corollaries; they are also simple 
consequences of the Reidemeister-Schreier Theorem. 
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Corollary 2.4. Let G be a finitely presented group, and suppose the condition 
(1.1). If, for a E 9, there are y, , yz E ga,, with yj 5 (Y (i = 1,2), then there is y E gfg 
so that y,sysa (i=1,2). 
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 2.2 by taking Y to be the union of 
generating finite sets of the base groups of y, and y3. 0 
Corollary 2.5. Let G be a finitely presented group, and suppose rhe condition 
(1.1). For any (Y = A *B E 9, if A is finitely generated, then so is B. 
Proof. Suppose that A is finitely generated for (Y = A *B E 9. We take Y to be a 
generating finite subset of A. Then by Theorem 2.2, there is y = U *” E 9,, so 
that U C A, V C B and Y C U. This implies U = A since A = gp(Y). Thus 
B = A f’ tAt-’ = U II tUtC’ = V, and hence B is finitely generated since so is 
v. 0 
We close this section by showing the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.6. For a given group G, we suppose the condition (1.1). Then for each 
a,/3 E Bd,,, there is y E gd,, so that a 5 y and p 5 y. 
Proof. Put CY = A *LI and p = C *D. We first note that G, is expressed as amalga- 
mated product of infinitely many subgroups: 
. . . *C,+e,zI (t-‘At) *Ctm~BII A *B (tAtC1)*C,R,+I. . . 
Putting A( j, h) = gp( Ulsish t’AtC’) for j 5 h, we have 
A( j, h) = (t’AtC’) *C,,A,m,I (ti+‘AtCmi) *. . . *~r~-~B,~-~~~ (t%C”) , 
A(j,h)fltA(j,h)t-‘=A(j+l,h) (j<h). 
Hence G has decompositions 
4j, h) = A(j, h) *A(,+,,h),rp,, E %, . 
Since C is finitely generated, CC A(-k, k) for some k>O. Thus y = a(-k, k) 
satisfies the desired conditions (Y 5 y and j? 5 y. 0 
3. Associated function v, : G + L,, _ 
Let G be a given group, and suppose the condition (1.1). Let 9 be the set of 
HNN decompositions of G relative to (1.1). In this section we will associate to 
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each CY E 9 a certain nonnegative integer valued function ua : G+ Z,,. To do 
this we first recall Britton’s lemma and related properties of HNN extensions. 
Theorem 3.1 (Reduced form theorem, Britton’s lemma; [2], [3, Theorem 321). 
(i) Any g E A *B,q,, can be written us 
g = qFlqF2 . . . a 
n 
f?ZU 
n+l ) 
where n 2 0, ei = kl, a, E A and there is no consecutive subword t-la& with a, E B 
or ta,t-’ with a, E q(B). 
(ii) If g can also be written us 
g = blts1brtS2. *. b,,+b,+, 
with similar conditions on bi and a,, then m = n and aj = ei for all 1~ i 5 n. 
(iii) Zf g E A *B has an expression as in (i) and n 2 1, then g ga. q 
We call an expression as in (i) a reduced word relative to A *B,q,,. 
Lemma 3.2 [.5, p. 1841. For each gE A *B,qp.t, if an expression g = c,tY1c,tYz 
. . . C,tynC,,+l with c, E A, y, = -1 is not reduced, then by a jinite number of 
operations of the following form, we can lead from the word to a reduced word: 
(1) replace a subword of the form t-‘ct with c E B by p(c), 
(2) replace a subword of the form tctC’ with c E q(B) by cpPI(c). 0 
Now let G be a given group, and suppose the condition (1.1). For each 
CY = A *B E 9 we define a function u, : G+ Z,, as follows: We express any g E G 
as a reduced word relative to (Y; g = a,tE’a2tPZ. . . a,t%,+ 1. Then we put 
u,‘(g) = max{O, Ed, E, + E?, . . ,8, + &I + . . . + 8,) , 
v,(g)=min{0,&,,El+E2 ,..., .5,+e2+...+&,}, 
u,(g) = u,‘(g) - u,(g) ; 
see Fig. 1. By Theorem 3.l(ii), these values are independent of the expression of 
g as a reduced word. We also set l,(g) = n; this function 1, : G+B,, is called the 
Lyndon’s natural length function relative to (Y. We summarize some basic 
properties of u,. 
Lemma 3.3. (i) 05 IA(g)1 5 u,(g) 5 I,(g). 
(ii) u,(gP’) = u,(g). 
(iii) u,(gh) 5 u,(g) + u,(h) + IA(g)/. 
(iv) ZfgEgp(Uli,,,t’AtCi), then -p~u,(g)~O~u~(g)~p. 
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c 1,(g) 
Fig. 1. 
Proof. (i) Using the above notation, we see 1 A( g)l~ u,,(g) by the fact that 
h(g)=&, +e,+...+ E,,. If u,‘(g)=&, +...+ eiandu,(g)= E, +...+E,, then 
we have u:(g)-Ua(g)Sli-jl- < ~1, and hence u,(g) 5 I,(g). (ii) follows from 
the fact that the expression g-’ = u,: If-F~~ui’ . . . a~‘t~“a~’ is reduced relative to 
CX. (iii) It is easy to see that 
agw d(g) + max{O, A(g>> +u,‘(h) ,
u, (gh) 2 u,(g) + min{O, A(g)} + u,(h) . 
The desired inequality follows from this. (iv) follows from the definitions of u,’ (g) 
and u,(g). 0 
Lemma 3.4. (i) For CY = A *B E 9, u,‘(O) = A. 
(ii) For each (Y,@ E 9, 
asp ifandonlyif u,(g>a,(g) (gEG). 
Proof. (i) follows from Theorem 3.l(iii). (ii) follows from the definition of the 
order ‘4’ and Lemma 3.2. 0 
4. Distance on 9, -Proof of Theorem A 
Let G be a given group, and suppose the condition (1.1). The main part of the 
proof of Theorem A is occupied with showing the following assertion: 
For each cu,p E 9rg , 
4% PI = ,“,“p, bJAs> - up( coo. 
7 
(4.1) 
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On the other hand the following conditions are easily verified: 
For each (~,/3, y E 9rg , 
(i) d(qp)=Oifandonlyifa=/3, 
(ii) d(a, P) = d(P, a), 
(iii) d(a, Y) 5 d(Q, P) + d(P, 7). 
(4.2) 
In fact, for a = A *B and p = C*,, d(a, p) = 0 implies u, = up, and hence 
A = u,‘(O) = up’ (0) = C by Lemma 3.4(i). Thus (Y = p and (i) follows. Both (ii) 
and (iii) follow from the definition of d(cr, p) directly. 
We note that it suffices to show assertion (4.1) in the case when (Y 5 /3. In fact, 
for each (Y, p E gfg, there is a y E 9rg so that (Y 5 y and p 5 y by Lemma 2.6. 
Hence d(a, -y) < x and d(P, r)< x imply d(cz, p) < 00 by (4.2)(iii). We now 
prepare with the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.1. For c-u,p E 9,, with cr 5 p, 
Proof. Any x E G can be written as x = gtk, where g E G, and k E Z. We express 
g as a reduced word relative to (Y: 
In this case we can easily see that 
Since a 5 /3, we have 
It follows from this together with (4.3) that 
u,‘(x)-u,‘(g)=max{k-uz(g),O} 
smax{k-u~(g),O}=u~(x)-u;(g). 
(4.3) 
Similarly u; (x) - u;(g) 5 u,(x) - u, (g), and hence 
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O~U,‘(X)_up+(x)~u,t(g)-up+(g), 
O-J,(x)-u,(x)9l;(g)-u,(g). 
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(4.4) 
Thus we have 
04 u,(x) - u,(x) 
= (u,’ (4 - u; (4) + (up c-4 - u, (4) 
“(u,‘(g)-u~(g))+(up(g)-u,(g)) 
= u,(g) - up(g) 7 
and then 
sup I%(X) - u&)1 = ;$l%(g) - up(g)1 . 0 
XEG 
Now we suppose that (Y = A gg, j3 = C *D E 9fg and CY 5 P. Then 
AiCCgp(,~Pt’AI’) forsomepZ0. 
We will show that 
(4.5) 
g:“Gp, l&9 - up(g)I :2P. (4.6) 
Take g E G, and write g as reduced word relative to CY: 
g = altF1a2tE2 f * * a,t”“a,+, . (4.7) 
In the case that n = 0, g E A and u,(g) = up(g) = 0. Thus we assume n 2 1. In 
this case the expression (4.7) is not necessarily reduced relative to p. By applying 
a finite number of reduction operations given in Lemma 3.2, we can get an 
expression of g as reduced word relative to p: 
g = b,ts1b,ts2.. . b,tSmb,+l . (4.8) 
More precisely there is a finite sequence of expressions of g relative to p, 
(*k) g = c(k, l)ty(k%?(k, 2). . . c(k, n,)F%(k, rlk + 1) ) 
(0 5 k 5 q) with c(k, i) E C, y(k, i) = +l so that (*,,) and (*,) coincide with (4.7) 
and (4.8) respectively, and that (*k+,) is obtained from (*k) by replacing 
t-‘c(k, i)t with cp(c(k, i)) or tc(k, i)t-’ with q-‘(c(k, i)) for some c(k, i) which is 
contained in D or t-‘Dt. Hence each c(k + 1, j) is equal to c(k, i) or c(k, i - 
l)cp%‘(c(k, i))c(k, i + 1) for some i. Thus, by an inductive argument, we see that 
each c(k, i) is written as 
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c(k, i) = u,fBea,+, . . . aft’~a~+, with ae + . . . + q = 0. 
It follows from this that there are a finite number of disjoint sub-intervals 
I ,,“‘), I, of [l, n] C Z which satisfy the following properties: 
(a) If Ik=[j,h], then a,=-~~, ~~+,+...+c~_i=O and 
ck = a,+, t”t I . . . p-1 a,ED or q(D) 
according as ej = - 1 or 1. 
(b) The expression (4.8) is obtained by replacing the 
words 
a,t’Ja,+, . . . ahtFhah+, = ajtEx,t”“a,+, 
by the corresponding elements 
a,cp(c,)a,+, E C if ej = -1 , 
a,cp-‘(~,)a,+, E C if c, = 1 
for all I, = [ j, h] (1~ k 5 Y). 
We now suppose that 
u,‘(g)= &i +...+ E;,, 
U,(g)=&,+...+&;_ 15i+,i_sn. 
(4.9) 
Then it is easy to see that 
ifi+@ U Ik 
Isksr 
up’(g)Zuu+(g)-ua+(cy) ifi+EI,, 
(4.10) 
1 
u;(s) = u,(g) ifi_g l_. I, 
Isksr 
uP(g)iu~(g)-u~(cq8) ifi_EI,. . 
Thus we have 
05 u,(g) - up(g) 
= km - up’(d) + &(s> - u,(g)) 
< 
u,‘(c,) - u,(c,.) if i, E I,, i_ E Iq, 
d Cc,) ifi+EI,,i_$ZU I, 
k 
-u, (CJ ifi+@UI,,i_EI,, 
k 
0 if I+, i_jZLU IA . 
k 
(4.11) 
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On the other hand, ck E D U q(D) C C (19 k I r) by (4.9)(a), and hence, by the 
assumption (4.5) and Lemma 3.3(iv), we have 
Thus (4.6) follows from this and (4.11). 
As noted in the beginning of this section, assertion (4.1) follows from (4.6) and 
Lemma 4.1. The proof of Theorem A is now completed. q 
5. Criterion for d(a, j?) 5 I 
In this section we prove the following theorem which will be useful for 
calculation of distances in the next section: 
Theorem 5.1. Let G be a group, and suppose the condition (1.1). For (Y = A *B 
and p = C *D E 5&,, if the following conditions hold, then d(a, p) 5 1: 
ACCQ~C~-~ and C C t-lAt*p(BI A 
Proof. First we note that D = C n tCt_’ C (t-‘At *qp(BI A) fl (A *B tAt_‘) = A by 
the assumption, and similarly q(B) C C. We write each g E G as a reduced word 
relative to cr: 
g = a,tPiaZtPZ.. . a,t’J’a,+, (5.1) 
which satisfies the conditions in Theorem 3.1(i). The fact that D C A together 
with Theorem 3.l(iii) implies that 
(1) a,tfla,+, . . . ajmlt ‘I-laj$ D for every i, j with j Z- i + 1, 
and 
(2) if E,_, =-cj=l, then a,t”a,+,~~~a,_,t’~~‘a,~tt’Dt 
for every i, j with j 2 i. 
(5.2) 
For each i, since a, E C*, tCt_‘, the reduced form theorem for amalgamated 
product says that 
(1) ai E D, or 
(2) a, = z,z, . . . z,, where m 2 1 and z, are alternately 
from C - D and tCt_’ - D. 
(5.3) 
We will transform the expression (5.1) of g into a reduced word relative to p. 
Consider a, of type (5.3)(2). We replace each zi with z, E tCt-’ - D by tzit-’ 
where z: = t-‘z,t E C - t-‘Dt. For example, if ai = x,y,x,y, . . * xky, with k 2 1, 
x, E C - D and yj E tCt_’ - D, then a, is written as 
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a; = X,ty;tPX2ty;t-’ ‘. .x,ty;tP ( y; = t- ‘y,t) . (5.4) 
Note that this expression of ai is a reduced word relative to j3 since xi E C - D 
and y: E C - t-‘Dt. Performing this replacement for each a, of type (5.3)(2), we 
lead from the expression (5.1) to an expression relative to /3: 
g = b,ts1b7ts2 . . . bfb,+, . (5.5) 
Note that 
OSmax{0,6 ,,..., 6,+...+6,} 
_ max{O, E ,,..., E, +...+&,}Sl, 
and 
min{O, 6,). . . ,6, + f . * + S,} 
= min{O, E,, . . , F, +. . . + Ed} . 
(5.6) 
The expression of (5.5) is not necessarily reduced relative to /3. By applying a 
finite number of reduction operations given in Lemma 3.2, we can get an 
expression of g which is reduced relative to p: 
g = c,Pc,t”. . . c,pc,+, . (5.7) 
Now we will show the following assertion (5.8), and the desired inequality 
lu,(g) - up(g)1 5 1 follows from (5.6) and (5.8) directly. 
max{O, x,. . . , 75 + . . . + r,> 
= max{O, 6,). . . ,a, + . . . + S,} 
and (5.8) 
05 min{O, yr, . . , y, + . . . + y,} 
_ min{O, 6,) . . . ,6, + . . . + S,} 5 1 . 
We check up the cases that (5.5) contains a subword tm’bjt with bi E D or tbitC1 
with b, E tC’Dt. Consider a, of type (5.3)(l). The following two cases may occur 
in the expression (5.1) (and hence in (5.5)): 
(i) t-‘a,t with uj E D , 
(ii) tu,tC’ withu,EDflt-‘Dt. 
(5.9) 
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However, the second case cannot occur by (.5.2)(2). If the case (i) holds, then 
after replacing tC’a,t with cp(a,) in (5.5), we see that the maximum of 
{0,6 ,,..., 6,‘r.. . + S,} does not change and the minimum may be raised at 
most 1. 
We next consider a subword aitFq+, in (5.1) so that both a, and a,+, are of type 
(5.3)(2). By considering all possibilities of expressions of ai and a,+, as (5.4), we 
see that, in the corresponding word of ulttlui+, in (5.5), only tC1t can appear as 
subword which will cancel. If it is the case, then the word obtained after 
cancelling tp ‘t which corresponds to ajtPlai+, is reduced relative to p. Note that 
this cancelling does not change the maximum and the minimum of 
CO, a,, . . .,6,+-*.+6,}. 
For a subword a,t’q +, in (5.1), if one of a, and a,,, is of type (5.3)(l) and the 
other (5.3)(2), then the corresponding subword in (5.5) may contain t-It. In this 
case the cancelling of tm ‘t can induce further reductions. We suppose as an 
example that a, is written as in (5.4), a,+, E D and &i = 1 (the same argument as 
below holds in the other cases). Then 
u;te’ui+,tF~+’ 
= x,tyl,t-’ . . . x,ty;t -‘tai+p+l 
= xlty;tcl . . .xkt(y;ul+,)tFI+’ . 
Hence if .si+, = -1 and yLu;+, E tC’Dt, then we can replace tyiaj+,tC’ by 
qO-‘(y;ui+,). There is a possibility further to continue this reduction process. We 
suppose that, by repeating these reductions, we have a situation that 
for some subword w = b,t’~b,,+, . . . bq_,tSq-lbq in (5.5) 
which contains y; t- 'tu, + , , either S,, _ , = - 6, = - 1 and w E 
D, or I!?~,, = -6, = 1 and w E tC’Dt holds. 
(5.10) 
We claim that w cannot contain the word (5.4). To see this, by replacing w by a 
subword obtained in the reduction process if necessary, it suffices to consider the 
case that w begins with X, ty’, tC’x, . . . . In this case we have 
w = x,ty;t-’ . . . xkty;t-‘tu,+,t-’ . . . tul+kt-‘ui+k+l 
= uitFlui+, . . . ui+ktF~+ka,+k+, .
This implies that the condition (5.10) contradicts the condition (5.2), and hence w 
cannot contain the word (5.4). Thus w must be written as 
w = xjty>tpl. * .xkty~t-‘taj+,tpl . . . u,,_,tC’uh (j22), 
or 
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w = y;.t-‘xi+, . . .xkty;t-‘ta,+,t-’ . . . a,_,ta, (jrl). 
It follows that the reduction of type (5.10) does not change the maximum and the 
minimum of (0, 6,) . . . ,6, + . . . + S,} . 
By the above arguments we see that, in the reduction process from (5.5) to 
(5.7), each reduction operation does not change the maximum of (0, 6,). . . , 8, + 
. . . + S,}. On the other hand the minimum can be raised in the case that (5.9)(i) 
holds for ai and 6, + . . . + S,_, attains the minimum of (0, a,, . . . ,6, + . . . + S,}. 
If the minimum is raised, then one of the following conditions must be satisfied: 
(1) E~~~=--E~+~=-~ and a,_l,a,+,ED (3~i~n-1); (2) i=2, ~~=l and 
a,ED; (3) i=n, E,_~= - 1 and a,_, E D. Thus there is no further reduction 
which contains tC’a,t by (5.2)(l), and hence the minimum is raised at most one. 
Thus the assertion (5.8) is proved. 
The proof of Theorem 5.1 is now completed. 0 
6. Examples 
In this section we treat two typical examples of groups which have infinitely 
many HNN decompositions. 
Example 6.1. Let G be a given group, and suppose the condition (1.1). For each 
(Y = A *B E 9 and i E Z, let fat-’ denote the decomposition (t’At_‘) *c,zBr-c) E 9. 
We will say that, for (Y,P E 9, p is conjugate to cr if p = t’at-’ for some i E Z. 
Clearly if A = B = p(B) (or equivalently A = G,), then t’atpi = a for every i E Z. 
In other cases we have the following: 
Proposition 6.2. If CY = A *B E 2&, and A Z G,, then 
d(t’cxC’, tlat-‘) = j - i for every i 5 j . 
Proof. We first show 
d(a, t’cx-j) = j for each j 2 0. (6.1) 
By Theorem 5.1 together with the definition of ticutpi, we have 
d(ti-‘at’mi, t’at-‘) 5 1 for all i, and hence d(cY, t/at-‘) 5 j for every j 2 0. By the 
assumption that A # G,, we may assume that A # B without loss of generality. 
We take a E A - B, then u,(a) = 0. On the other hand the expression 
a = tC’ajti , where aj = t’at-’ E t%’ - t’Bt_’ 
is reduced to t’at-‘. Hence v r,at-,(a) = j and d(a, ticxC’) 2 Iv,(a) - v,,,,m,(a)l = j. 
Thus (6.1) follows. 
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In (6.1) by replacing cr with each t’cz-‘, we have d(tiatpi, t’at-‘) =j - i for 
every j 2 i. Proposition 6.2 is proved. 0 
Next we consider a type of group which has infinitely many mutually nonconju- 
gate HNN decompositions. 
Example 6.3. Let G, (i = 1,2) be groups which have HNN decompositions 
q = A, *B I,‘p,,, with common stable letter t. Let G be the amalgamation of G, and 
G, by the common infinite cyclic subgroup (t); G = G, *(,) G,. Then it is easy to 
see that G has an HNN decomposition p = (Y, * cq = (A, * AZ) *(B,*B2),q,f, where 
cp( B, = ‘pi (i = 1,2). Let 9 be the set of HNN decompositions associated with 
natural epimorphism A : G+ Z and natural section r with ~(1) = t. By using 
conjugate decompositions tka,tmk (k E Z) of G,, we get a family of decomposi- 
tions of G: 
Pk = (tka,tPk) * a2 = ((tkA,t-k) * AZ) *((,“B,,mkl,B2),‘p 1 E 9 . 
If A, and B; (i = 1,2) are finitely generated, then Pk E 9rE for all k E Z 
Proposition 6.4. Under the above situation, suppose further that p E Sd,, and 
Ai # Bi or Ai # q(Bi) f or each i = 1,2. Then Pk is not conjugate to pj for k # j, 
andd(p,,P,)=k-jforkrj. 
Proof. We note that it suffices to show the following two assertions: 
Pk is not conjugate to PO = p for k > 0 , (‘5.2) 
d(p,,P)=k forkz0. (6.3) 
We first prove (6.2). Suppose that Pk = t’ptC’ for some j E Z. Then 
(tkA,tmk)*Az = t’(A, *A?)t-j= (t’A,tF+(t’A,t-‘). 
We may assume without loss of generality that A, # B, and A, f B,. We show 
that j = 0. Take an element g E A, - B, and suppose j >O. By the fact that 
g E G,, g E (t’A,tF’) * (t’A,t-‘) and t’A,tF’ C Gi (i = 1,2), we have g E t’A,t-‘. 
Hence g E A, f’ t’A2tFi C B, since j > 0, and this is a contradiction. Similarly, in 
the case j < 0, t’gt-’ E t’AZtmJ C G, and t’gt-’ E (tkA,tFk) * A, imply t’gt-’ E A,. 
Hence t’gt-’ E A, fl t’A,t-’ C tiBztml, and then g E B,; a contradiction. Thus 
j=0,and(tkAltmk)*A2=A,*A2. WenowtakehEA,-B,.Itiseasytosee 
that a similar argument as above implies k = 0. This contradicts the assumption 
k > 0, and (6.2) is proved. 
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Now we show (6.3). By the definition of pi, 
gp((t’-lA,t’P’*A,) U t(timlA,t’Pi*A,)tC’) 
= gp((t’-rA,t’-j* A>) u (tti,t-j* tA2t-‘)) 
> t’A,tCj* A, , 
and similarly 
Hence d( /3,, /3_ 1) 5 1 for every j by Theorem 5.1. From this d( Pk, p) I k for 
each k 2 0. To see d( Pk, p) = k, it suffices to find an element g E G satisfying the 
condition 1 up(g) - u,J g)j = k. In the case A I # B, , we take g E A, - B,. Then 
up(g) = 0 since g E A, * A, and up,(g) = k since tCkh,tk(hk = tkgtCk) is reduced 
relative to Pk. In the case A, # cp,(B,), taking g E A, - cp,(B,), we see that 
up,(tkgtCk) = 0 and up(tkgtmk) = k, Hence (6.3) follows. Thus Proposition 6.4 is 
proved. 0 
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